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Abstract

This paper presents a Taiwan Southern Min (Taiwanese) spontaneous speech corpus primarily constructed and annotated for studying discourse prosody. The corpus contains monologue-like speech elicited from interviews. Eight hours of speech contributed by sixteen interviewees, evenly split by gender and age, have been transcribed and annotated. Transcription and the recordings were aligned at the level of syllable with the aid of EasyAlign (Goldman, 2011). Discourse annotation was done by identifying one-verb clausal units and labeling the strength of unit transitions to show the hierarchical structure of discourse using Grosz and Sidner’s model (1986). As for prosodic labeling, two major levels of prosodic breaks were identified, along with truncation and prolongation caused by disfluencies and hesitation. The present state of the corpus allows for research on the relationship between acoustic cues, prosodic structure, and discourse organization in unscripted speech.
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1. Introduction

Natural speech is inherently variable. The construction of spontaneous speech corpora is one way of approaching such fascinating variability. This kind of corpora that contain speech collected by a more natural setting provides a greater range of variability than a reading task or other kinds of simple but designed laboratory setting. Especially in studying the relationship between natural discourse and speech, spontaneous speech is able to reveal phenomena that would otherwise be unavailable to researchers.

The paper presents a spontaneous Taiwan Southern Min speech corpus constructed with the aforementioned objectives in mind. Another important object concerns the target language. Taiwan Southern Min, more commonly known as Taiwanese, is the native language of approximately 70% of the population in Taiwan [1]. Because of the policy that promoted Mandarin Chinese as the official language, Taiwan Southern Min was marginalized in the realm of education, media, and administration. A consequence in linguistic studies was that language resources such as annotated speech corpora in Taiwan Southern Min have been very scarce as compared with resources in Mandarin Chinese. The construction of a spontaneous speech corpus will certainly be an important step to further understandings on relevant theoretical issues on Taiwan Southern Min, as well as providing an important resource for applicational purposes such as speech synthesis and speech recognition.

2. Corpus Construction

The corpus is the continuation of a Mandarin-Min bilingual spontaneous speech corpus started in 2004 [2]. Currently in the annotated dataset, there are eight hours of monologues contributed by sixteen native speakers of Taiwan Southern Min. These speakers can be grouped according to gender and age. For the age of the speakers, the young group contains speakers born in the 1980s and the old group contains speakers born in the 1940s. All of the speakers were from the same region (Taichung, the mid-Taiwan metropolitan area) so that research claims based on the corpus would not be confounded by dialectal differences.

Speech was elicited in the form of an interview in which the interviewer asked the interviewee to talk about his or her personal experiences in childhood, in school, or at work. Marriage, health, and traveling experiences were also common topics. The aim of the interviewer was to elicit longer monologues rather than to engage in a conversation with the interviewee. Whenever the interview became loaded with short turn exchanges between the interviewer and the interviewee, the recording would be not be included in the present dataset.

The currently annotated dataset contains 110873 syllables, 10603 discourse boundaries, and 19433 prosodic breaks. The annotation conventions for discourse and prosodic break will be described in Section 3.

2.1. Transcription

The recordings were transcribed with the Taiwanese-Romanization convention mainly based on the online dictionary constructed by Iu p [3]. The convention uses both Chinese characters and romanized transcription. Chinese characters are used when it is possible to identify the source characters for a given Southern Min expression. When the characters were not readily identifiable, romanization was used instead.

When the transcription was aligned with the recording in Praat [4], all Chinese characters were romanized. The particularities of the romanization includes using the h symbol for plosive aspiration (e.g., pʰa for /pʰʌ/), double n for nasalized vowels (e.g., pinn for /pɪn/), and h for glottal stops at the coda position (e.g., peh for /pɛʔ/).

Since Taiwan Southern Min is a tone language, information on lexical tones is provided in the annotation. In addition, since lexical tones in Taiwan Southern Min may be realized as a fixed low tone [5], and the occurrence of such a low tone is not predictable from the transcription, further effort was devoted in identifying syllables with the low tone.
2.2. Syllable alignment

Syllable segmentation and alignment were first automatically conducted with the EasyAlign plug-in [6] and were further manually checked by the first author. Since investigation on the relationship between syllable duration and other linguistic parameters was a primary goal for research based on this corpus, it was crucial to determine the criteria for deciding syllable boundaries, especially at the utterance-final positions. The major criterion taken by the labeler was to put the syllable boundary at the decay of formant structures as shown on Praat spectrograms.

A second trained phonetician labeled 10% of the data and a test of cross-labeler agreement was conducted. Results showed a mean difference of 12.4 ms in terms of the alignment of syllable boundaries, which amounts to 5.7% of mean syllable duration. In addition, 91% of the alignment differences are smaller than 20% of mean syllable duration. This degree of agreement is on par with, or even slightly better as compared with similar tests for the Switchboard Corpus [7], which reports a mean difference of 12.4 ms (19% of mean phone duration), and of the Buckeye corpus [8], which reports that 75% of the phone-alignment differences are smaller than 20% of phone duration.

3. Annotation

3.1. Discourse annotation

Discourse segmentation was done with the transcribed texts of the recordings. The annotation was based on Fon’s [9] adaptation of Grosz and Sidner’s [10] model on “Discourse Segment Purpose”, which identifies the basic intentional units that structured in a hierarchical fashion. In practice, the texts were first segmented into basic discourse units, which are clauses, defined as units that contain one verb, according to the definition of “a simple clause” by a classical study on the functional grammar of Mandarin Chinese [11]. Next, the relationship between clauses was judged according to the level of discourse juncture. Four different levels of “Discourse Boundary Indices (DBI)” were distinguished in this study.

The first level was DBI0, which suggests that the two adjacent clauses describe the same entity or event, thus the boundary between these two is merely a clauseal boundary. In the corpus, DBI0 is often used in the following situations: between a matrix and a subordinate clause (Example 1 and 2), two clauses showing parallel syntax (Example 3), between a tag question and its preceding clause (Example 4), between clauses sharing an anaphora (Example 5), and the boundary between two simple discourse units having the relation of cause-effect or topic-comment (Example 6).

(1) [伊講]DBI0 [“我嘛欲來”]
   “the said]DBI0 [‘I also want to come’]”

(2) [這我感[DBI0 [観欲喜][]
   “[it makes me feel]DBI0 [very happy]”

(3) [可能按呢後個m著]DBI0 [阿攸個著按呢]
   “[perhaps that was right]DBI0 [still that was right’”

(4) [咱也無法度kah伊陪伴伊一世]DBI0 [著無?]
   “we can’t be on her side for her whole life]DBI0 right’”

(5) [伊其實本來著無心欲買]DBI0 [只是入來發覺]
   “[she didn’t really want to buy]DBI0 [she just came in and looked around]”

(6) [對以前查某來講講著是家己&天]DBI0
   [所以一定愛結婚]
   “[a husband was like the sky for women in the past]DBI0
   [so getting married was a must]”

DBI1 refers to the juncture around which the clauses describes about different subtopics or ”scenes” within a theme or an episode in narration. In the corpus, DBI1 is often used to label the following cases: an anaphoric change or update (Example 7), a change of aspect or the introduction of a new time reference (Example 8), comments (Example 9), and the boundary between a complex discourse unit to a simple or another complex discourse unit where the units between the boundary have the relation of cause-effect or topic-comment(Example 10).

(7) [因為玩哥哥他們從讀到高職]DBI0
   [讀了專科讀了]DBI0
   [就搬去工作咧]DBI1
   [阿本來玩阿公的意思是講]...

   “[because my brothers they went to the vocational high school]DBI0
   [after graduating from the vocational high school]DBI0
   [(they) went to work]DBI1
   [and originally my grandpa’s intention was]…”

(8) [若講交朋友咧]DBI0
   [或其實本來都是專門靠te lah]DBI1
   [基本上阿我讀二年&時時]...

   “[when talking about making friends]DBI0
   [basically I particularly depended on that]DBI1
   [basically, when I was studying at the two-year technological college]”

(9) [假那鳥仔放去閣le]DBI1 [足欲喜]
   “just like birds out of their cage]DBI1 [very happy]”

(10) [但是我是學農家]DBI0
    [所以對這le]DBI0 [捉鴨鴨麻&空課嘛lông真真熟]DBI10
        [ab實在有落去做]

   “[but I lived at the farm]DBI10
    [so I was quite familiar with the work concerning the silkworms]DBI0
    [I actually did it]”

DBI2 referred to situations where the boundary clearly differentiates two themes or episodes, yet these themes and episodes are still within a bigger general topic. Example 11 showed one such switch, in which the speaker was still narrating the experiences working in a hospital but changed from the sentiment of the fragility of human-beings to the description of how long he had worked there.

DBI3 was an additional label for handling radical shifts of themes which may be considered boundaries of totally different pieces of monologue or interview within the same recording. This label was often used when the interviewer directed the interviewee to another totally unrelated topic. Example 12 shows a rare case where the jump between topics were initiated by the speaker herself, as she switched from describing her son’s working experience to her happy days as a young girl.
Thus, a new labeling scheme was devised, as shown in Table 2. This new scheme focuses on two things: The first focus is the differentiation of the intonation phrase and a lower level of prosodic unit. This differentiation makes sure that discourse boundaries corresponding to the same level of prosodic boundaries are investigated. The second focus is the annotation of hesitation, truncation, and abrupt stops.

### Table 2: A proposed Taiwan Southern Min BI tagset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b4</td>
<td>intonation phrase boundary, either utterance-finally or -medially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b3</td>
<td>tone sandhi group (TSG) boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b3m</td>
<td>percept of TSG boundary without sandhi tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2m</td>
<td>base tone without percept of the TSG ending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b2</td>
<td>ordinary “word-internal” syllable boundary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b1</td>
<td>resyllabification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b0m</td>
<td>syllable fusion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, a new labeling scheme was devised, as shown in Table 2. This new scheme focuses on two things: The first focus is the differentiation of the intonation phrase and a lower level of prosodic unit. This differentiation makes sure that discourse boundaries corresponding to the same level of prosodic boundaries are investigated. The second focus is the annotation of hesitation, truncation, and abrupt stops.
4. Conclusions & Prospects

The present state of the corpus allows for research on the relationship between acoustic cues, prosodic structure, and syntactic/discourse structure. In addition to further annotation on larger amounts of data, more dimensions of annotation such as POS tagging and the identification of Tone Sandhi Group boundaries will also be implemented to make the corpus a more valuable resource for a wider variety of research topics on Taiwan Southern Min.
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